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Bears can't drift!? Well, actually they can and they do it pretty well. This is one of the best, if not the best clone of mario carts
on the pc. The bears look adorable and cute, driving system is really nicely done, game shows you right path with the wind or
arrows on the road. For the current price it's a "must" buy. I'd recommend it even if I'd buy it for the double price. It's a great
casual game for both adults and children.. Excellent purchase - basically reigns + The GoT Soundtrack and a good number of
puns on the show.
. best videos player <3. Free game that demonstrates the capability of VR. Well Done.. Great city builder - lots of depth to this
one. Building epic pyramids is AWESOME. A bit wonky on Windows 10 (slight flickering in the UI for some reason), but
overall good performance wise.. Nice humorous take on the classic Breakout/Arkanoid formula. Good for quick sessions or for
a low-spec PC/laptop game. Check out my co-op gameplay video and see what it's all about.. Despite my playtime, I will not
recommend this game to anyone who doesn't already have it. The business practices are predatory, the DLC model is just
staggering, and the game has had stability issues for a long time. The campaign is actually painful to play through, the story
makes no sense (the only way to understand the plot that's unfolding is to read screenshots of the rapidly-scrolling text between
missions). The multiplayer is serviceable and the zombies mode is fun, but it's all wrapped together in a package that isn't worth
paying Activision $60. If you're going to buy this game, get a key.. Really good game on Xbox, but no controller support on PC
and the voice recognition is trash for some reason (used the same mic on Xbox and it worked amazingly well, tried it on PC and
doesn't understand a single command)

I love your games Ubisoft but your PC ports are really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off (and making me sad :'( ). A simple, straight
forward, yet a very difficult platformer, as it warns you in the description. There are multiple puzzles that you need to solve, will
keep you entertained for hours!. So far, I've been enjoying it for the ammount of hours I've been playing it. It's pretty addicting
for me since i tried the demo. I haven't really picked up any survival-type games like this before so getting my hands on the
demo actually surprised me with how addicting it was. I ended up playing it for almost a week and a half straight just waiting for
the game's release. It runs nicely on my cheap-ish gaming pc, the difficulty\/learning curve is alright. I like the idea with the way
the game handles you dying a lot. The game it's self is... It's... kind of like The Legend of Zelda meets Don't Starve. And if you
like The Legend of Zelda & Don't Starve, it's worth giving it a try.

Edit: Please do keep in mind, the game is EXTREMELY unforgiving. If you die twice before you can get your stuff back, you
lose everything you had on you.
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Possibly one of the most charming games of all time with a
great soundtrack, a interesting main character / characters.
Challenging puzzles and also unlock able outfits,
like seriously you can freaking get a fez and be "Doctor" Filo if you want
The game is truly enjoyable and one of the best games I have ever played pretty much ever.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43tbUppr0sg I highly recommend this game to anyone who loves puzzle platform games and
also has a liking for comedy because this game has a fair amount of it.

Gamers-Haven[www.gamers-haven.org]. I was surprised by this game. At first glance I thought it would just be a cheap Call of
Duty knockoff, but it has some polish. The HUD was simple and helpful, the objectives were clear and sensible, and the drone
control systems were simple yet fun. All in all a solid FPS. Would play again.. This is effectively two games - a puzzle game and
an odd dramatic story-driven walking simulator. The puzzles are good, but the story is very unsettling, with the odd jump scare.

I sadly have to not recommend this game due to the unsettling story aspect. I wish it was just a puzzle game. I'll probably finish
it, but the feeling the story gives me puts me off massively.. More and more bugs!After the country was annexed in the
editor,when playing the mod,all the high-speed rails and roads in the was annexed country will disappear!. This game is a
♥♥♥♥ing joke
Im happy i got it free. from some site.

Posetive
+ better parkur system then brink

Negetive
Bad hitdectection.
No class costumatizon it doesnt cound by having a bunch of jpegs that you choose from.
weapons doesent have any diffrence.
Controller support ? there is none.
Subtitles for what? hering bang bang?
and a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of glitches

stay far far away from this broken game unless you are a fool that likes throwing away money and having a good laugh from
broken games.. Reading the decription of this game, you might think it was a Mystery\/Horror Visual Novel in the same vein as
Corpse Party, for example.
But for the most part, it's not. It's a Visual Novel about a bunch of kids strolling around in an empty, not at all scary school and
having very occasional freakouts. The atmosphere is very relaxed for most of the story and no one seems to actually be in
danger at all until things get very close to the endings. This is also reflected in the art. The CGs seem to mostly focus on almost-
but-not-quite showing off the rears of the female characters (which is actually an improvement over some of Corpse Party, lol),
rather than genuinely scaring, disturbing or intriguing you. Which is not what I come to this genre for.
I wont deny that there are some parts that are okay (mostly in Ayana's ending pre-credits, imo), but they are mostly drowned out
by mind-numbing boredom and the occasional facepalm.
Which brings us to the Mystery angle. Which is also not very good. The characters just kind of stumble around until someone
spouts some exposition at them, rinse and repeat. If you're lucky they might find an extremely unsubtle dokument or a very
obvious riddle which no one would have had any reason to write. But for the most part, there is nothing you can actually put
together on your own while the game alternates between revelations that are pretty obvious and those that are kind of ridiculous.
The characters are not particularly interesting either, especially the main character, who's only real character trait is that he's too
cool to give a damn.
This is probably not the worst VN in it's genre, but if you are looking for a dark atmosphere, a good scare or an interesting
mystery, I would recommend you to look elsewhere. And if you're just here for cute girls, there's better stuff in the Romance
genre.. got stuck in the first level... This is definitely an early generation game that does a lot to show what VR is capable of, but
is not in the top tier.
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